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3D Sprint 2.113

1 INTRODUCTION

We are pleased to announce the availability of the new version 2.11 of 3D Sprint. 3D Sprint™ is 3D Systems’ exclusive software 
for preparing and optimizing CAD & polygon data and managing the additive manufacturing process on its plastic 3D printers. 
Shipping with each supported 3D Systems printer, 3D Sprint delivers tools that allow you to 3D print better parts without 
needing high-priced software to achieve it. 

For more information, please visit support.3dsystems.com.

Copyright
©1993-2019. 3D Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. The content of this manual is furnished for informational use only, is subject 
to change without notice, and should not be construed as a commitment by 3D Systems, Inc. Any names, places, and/or events 
in this publication are not intended to correspond or relate in any way to individuals, groups or associations. Any similarity or 
likeness of the names, places, and/or events in this publication to those of any individual, living or dead, place, event, or that of 
any group or association is purely coincidental and unintentional.

2 INSTALLATION

System Requirements
For the latest system requirements information and to learn about specific qualified system configurations, go to the System 
Requirements  page. Some users have had success running system configurations that deviate from the supported listed on 
our website. In such cases, these configurations are not officially supported by 3D Systems, Inc.

Additionally, we test a variety of hardware platforms in combination with the graphics subsystems. While we make every 
attempt to be as thorough as possible, hardware manufacturers change their products frequently and may be shipping 
newer products or have discontinued active support for others. Check the support section of the website for the latest system 
requirement information and specific qualified systems.

Download and Install Software
You can download and install the software from softwaresupport.3dsystems.com/getting-started/, select the 3D Sprint product, 
then click Download 3D Sprint to download 3D Sprint.

In addition, automatic software updates are available if you set the Check for updates on launch option to True in Preferences 
and a valid activation code is activated, and your computer is connected to the Internet. The application will check if a newer 
version is available and will download it automatically for installation.

You can also visit support.3dsystems.com, select you printer, then download 3D Sprint for the Software Downloads section on 
you printer’s site.

Activate License
3D Sprint requires license activation to run the application on your PC. You can choose to use an evaluation license for a 30-day 
period or activate a permanent license by using an activation code. 

After you start your application, the License Utility window opens. The License Utility allows you to activate and use the 3D 
Sprint software.

NOTE: When you launch the License Utility, you can click the Help button to read the Licensing Guide. 

To register for permanent activation codes please use the 3D Sprint registration landing page here: 

https://support.3dsystems.com/s/get-3d-sprint?language=en_US *

*This request will go into a system, and we will produce activation codes within 24 hours (excluding weekends).

If you are an existing user and have already activated the license on your PC with the previous version of the application, you 
can run the newer version of the application without re-activating the license. 

For more information, go to softwaresupport.3dsystems.com/getting-started/, select the 3D Sprint product, and then click 
Licensing.

http://support.3dsystems.com
https://s3.amazonaws.com/dl.3dsystems.com/binaries/support/downloads/ApplicationInstallers/3D+Sprint/3D+Sprint+-+System+Requirements+Guide.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/dl.3dsystems.com/binaries/support/downloads/ApplicationInstallers/3D+Sprint/3D+Sprint+-+System+Requirements+Guide.pdf
https://softwaresupport.3dsystems.com/getting-started/
http://support.3dsystems.com/
https://support.3dsystems.com/s/get-3d-sprint?language=en_US 
https://softwaresupport.3dsystems.com/getting-started/
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3 NEW PRINTERS, FEATURES AND IMPROVEMENTS

New Printer - Figure 4 Modular

UPGRADEABLE 3D PRODUCTION SOLUTION DESIGN TO               
SCALE WITH GROWTH

3D Sprint 2.11 now supports the latest addition to the 3D Systems Figure 4 
series printers, the Figure 4 Modular.

Figure 4 Modular is ideal for medium output, and features an automated 
material feed system. With expandable capacity up to 24 print engines, 
Figure 4 Modular enables affordable part production in a flexible, modular 
system architecture, offering separate post-processing units for cleaning, 
drying, and curing. With the flexibility to adapt to production layouts, 
Figure 4 Modular is an affordable 3D production solution that grows with 
your business, perfect when a single high throughput line can serve a 
multitude of parts being produced, and centralized post-processing is 
preferred.

The Figure 4 Modular uses 3D Sprint for file preparation, editing, 
printing and management from a single, intuitive interface. Using a work-flow that is similar to our existing SLA and DLP workflows, with 
access to existing tools like Estimate, Quality Check and Fix commands, along with the Print Queue functionality to manage your print jobs on 
connected printers.

Build Styles
An easy parameter control for setting up the build style parameters that apply to the  entire building process.

Accuracy Wizard
Take the input data from measured test prints to calculate the scales and offsets variables automatically using the Accuracy Wizard 
from the Build Style command.

Smart Supports
Similar to our SLA and DLP printers, the Figure 4 Modular has access to the Smart Supports command to generate Gate supporting 
structures to support your parts during the build process.

Print Managment
3D Sprint’s management and monitoring tools allow you to accurately estimate print time and optimize material levels and 
usage both before and during the print operation. Manage print queues, job priorities, and monitor printers with immediate 
knowledge if a technical issue is causing a problem across your local network.

New Features and Improvements

Common
Engrave - The Engrave command has an additional Color 
option. Selecting the Extrusion engraving mode will allow you 
to specify a color to apply to the faces of the result.

Adjust Color - A new command, Adjust Color, has been added 
to the Prepare tab, and is made available when an object with 
a texture map or color data exists. This command is used 
to adjust color values for the part. It allows adjustment of 
Brightness, Contrast, and RGB Channel/Color Balance. 

Requirements Notice
Please note that printers must be running the latest printer firmware update to be able to submit print jobs with 3D Sprint 2.11.             
For the latest firmware version please consult the 3D Sprint - Minimum Firmware Guide found at on the 3D Sprint Download page.

https://s3.amazonaws.com/dl.3dsystems.com/binaries/support/downloads/ApplicationInstallers/3D+Sprint/3D+Sprint+-+Minimum+Firmware+Guide.pdf
https://softwaresupport.3dsystems.com/knowledgebase/article/KA-03395/en-us


Bright light lighting scheme - For some users working with color the default lighting is too dim for correct color 
representation, although it can be more visually pleasing. So to help this a new display option for Bright Light lighting has  
been added to give better an more accurate color representation. The Bright Light control has been added to the View dialog         
(key binding B), so that you can visualize a build in it actual colors and edit them easily in Paint.

                                       Normal Light  Lighting Scheme                                        Bright Light Lighting Scheme

Pattern Grouping - When you generate parts using the linear pattern in the Copy command, they are now are placed in a 
group in the parts list for easy management.

Paint Command - The Paint command is being updated for better interactivity options in situations with multiple parts on the 
platform. This change gives you an easier work-flow for modifications in the scenario where your build platform is quite densely 
populated.

Please see list of command improvements:

MJP
Printer Maintenance -  A numberof maintenance tasks around printer connections and reporting have been done for MJP 
printers.
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3D Sprint now allows model manager operations (select/hide/show) to work from within command.

In Fill mode, when you Click+Drag the selection box now displays a preview of current color selection.

In Fill mode, when you Click+Drag the selection box now has “select through” behavior for all visible models.                              
So hidden objects are not modified. 

In Fill mode, Ctrl+A will set all visible models to the current color. Hidden objects are not modified. 

Hold the Alt key to do model selection instead of paint operations - this allows you to select and perform easy hide/show operations.

Hold Shift + Alt keys to select multiple models.

Use Ctrl+Alt+A to select all visible models.

Use Ctrl+Alt+C to clear all model selections.

Painting with brush will no longer exceed boundary of a visible geometry to nearby faces that extend beyond the line of sight.
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SLA
Support Updates - Work has been done to update and improve supports for SLA printers including ‘Point Influence Depth’ 
parameter for better support control, eliminate redundant anchor points, and increase supports reliability.

Large Support Style - A specialized Smart Supports preset, Large, is 
provided for use with SLA systems. This style set is for the goal of 
supporting of bulky or large-frame SLA printing. Objects of increased scale 
often have greater mechanical forces encountered during the printing 
process - this is remedied by increasing the overall number of support 
points. The Large style produces more supports along all flat, sloped, & 
curved down-facing regions, as well as specifically targeting some 
additional reinforcement of CAD-like sharp edges and thin wall conditions. 
The connection tips associated with this style are single-vector “half tips” 
for ease of removal & sanding.

Build Time Estimation - We have improved Build Time Estimate for ProJet 6000 and Projet 7000 so that they are closer to the 
actual printing time.

Custom Material Delivery Module (MDM) sizes - We have increased the limits for custom MDM sizes as shown in the table 
below.

 Printer Upper Limit Default

ProX 800, 950
iPro 8000, 9000

ProJet 6000, 7000

Increase the upper limit 
by 0.5” inches (125mm) in X and Y. Default size remains the same.

SLS
BPZ File Importing for Free Client - Free client users can now import SLS Build files (.bpz) files for their print jobs using the 
Import command.

New Materials - DuraForm ProX EX NAT is an engineered production plastic for use on 3D Systems’ ProX SLS systems. It is 
a general purpose material that is best suited for printing parts with fine feature and parts where smooth surface finish are 
desired.

DLP
Build Time Estimation - We have continued to improve Build Time Estimation for all DLP printers by reviewing and collecting 
current measurement and improving the estimation times.

Supports - Work has been done to update and improve supports for DLP printers including expose ‘Penetration L Single Pt’ 
parameter and ‘Point Influence Depth’ parameter for better support control and increase supports reliability.

  

                                                         Without Penertration L Single Pt                                                                   With Penertration L Single Pt
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Firmware Updates - 3D Sprint can now check and support firmware upgrades for Figure 4 series printers directly through the 
3D Sprint application.

New and Updated Build Styles for Materials 

• Model 2.0 White Orthodontic: This is a new build style release to support Model 2.0 White orthodontic tooling 
(similar to the previously released Model 2.0 Peach Orthodontic and Model 2.0 Grey Orthodontic build styles)

• NextDent Tray - Shade Blue:  We have updated the Shade Blue build style for the NextDent Tray material for added 
robustness to prevent layer delamination, improve adhesion to the print platform. Exposure of the default support 
structure was also increased to improve build robustness. And the default support placement has been optimized for 
better coverage.

• NextDent Tray - Shade Pink:  We have updated the Shade Pink build style for the NextDent Tray material for added 
robustness to prevent layer delamination, improve adhesion to the print platform and the default support placement 
has been optimized for better coverage.
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4 FIXES AND CHANGES

Common
(GW-16314) User set build styles are no longer lost after being set for specific scenarios.

(GW-17451) New part are no longer generated even when the Offset operation has failed.

(GW-17467) Build Style no longer reset to default when the File →  Close is run.

(GW-17625) Fixed an issue where 3D Sprint was unable to repair files correctly.

(GW-17880) Partial Auto place no longer creates intersecting parts.

(GW-17978) Report function now correctly creates Excel Report. (Note: Microsoft Excel needs to be installed along with 3D 
Sprint to create reports correctly)

(GW-18580) Paint →  Brush  tool now observes creases correctly.

(GW-18981) View → Isometric now shows SLC parts correctly when other parts are present on the platform.

MJP
(GW-17987) Fixed a Estimation inconsistency for ProJet 2500 series printers with z-shrinkage.

(GW-17920) Fixed several issues with copying / selecting / painting parts.

SLA
(GW-16970) Fixed issues that were leading to supports failing to generate for certain parts.

(GW-17160) Sharp Edge Points now eliminate Primary Region Points to reduce redundancy. 

(GW-17513) Common parameters no longer incorrectly change when clicking RESTORE if there was no change to the initial 
value.

(GW-17833) Fixed a bug where extra points for large wall anchor points were incorrectly get removed.

(GW-17846) Empire support structure no longer creates floating supports on ring examples using the general style.

(GW-17848) Tuned Empire Support so that they no longer have a too shallow approach angle for some ring models.

(GW-18302) Enhance Build Time Estimation for SLA printers with and update libsla.

(GW-19135) We have added the next stage changes to empire documents change log.

(GW-19420) Fixed a bug with the slice visualization not showing correctly when the total slice number is odd.

SLS
(GW-13278) 3D Sprint now correctly applies z-offsets when creating sorted facet files.

(GW-17487) Resolved an issues where 3D Sprint was unable to open a native file after an applied database patch on SLS 
printers are restored.

(GW-17622) Fixed and issues where an error message was being displayed on opening 3dprint files.

(GW-17668) Fixed and issue with sPro series printers where the ‘Platform Type’ was not switched correctly on click of File → 
Close.

(GW-17890) Add to Queue and Quality Check now should warn users when the combined warm-up/build/cool-down height 
exceeds physical piston stroke.

(GW-18618) Build Profile Parameters no longer get reset when a user chooses to prepare a file then add the part back to the 
part back to print canvas.

(GW-19141) The Z-height plane and layer number now updates correctly when the connected printer’s measurement unit is set 
to inches.

(GW-19424) Fixed an issues where .3dsprint files created with earlier version of 3D Sprint we not allowing part parameter values 
to be set for individual parts.
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DLP
(GW-15789) 3D Sprint is now correctly showing queue history when sending job to a printer.

(GW-15921) Fixed a bug where a customized build style could not be load when using a saved .3dprint file.

(GW-17046) Primary Region Points now eliminate Thin Wall points to reduce redundancy.

(GW-17573) Fixed an issue that was leading to support generation failure.

(GW-17839) Smart support styles are now linked with Build Style for the Accuracy Wizard Work-flow to give better results.

(GW-17878) Added an improvement to smart support allowing you to better identify and place anchor points on radius edge for 
better support creation.

(GW-17904) Auto place now correctly places parts based on the set platform margin Z value after generate anchor points.

(GW-17935) Smart support styles are now linked with build styles for Default Presets on Smart Support Dialog.

(GW-18421) Base Layer parameters have been added to the Build Style command for the NextDent 5100 for better build 
control.

(GW-18481) FabPro 1000 users can now select the new Elastic BLK material after its 1/31 release.

(GW-18495) Fixed a bug that was showing an unusually large difference in the volume of support structures in the properties 
between virtual and connected printers. 

(GW-18541) The re-coating points value is now correctly saved to user style or .styleddd.

(GW-18785) 3D Sprint now allows horizontal user defined anchor points, on vertical walls.
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5 KNOWN ISSUES

(GW-19385) We have identified a regression issue where textures on file are not displaying correctly in 3D Sprint 2.11 for our 
CJP printers.

(GW-19431) For the ProX 6100, there is a crash issue when using the ‘Save and Verify’ command to start a job submitted from a 
Remote PC after the display unit on the Printer PC has been set to Inches. 
To prevent this issue:

 Transfer the build file using USB and running the ‘Add job from file’ command from Queue tab.  

 OR

 Make sure that the machines unit is set to mm and the Distance units on Printer PC is also set to mm prior to submitting a job.

(GW-19461) There is an issues that makes DLP printers unable to preview SLC files for printing on the Control Module. 
Currently, the preview only displays supports and not the parts.



3D Systems, Inc. 333 Three D Systems Circle Rock Hill, SC 29730  
www.3dsystems.com

Copyright © 3D Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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